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Introduction
A Chinese food menu looks the same no matter what state you're in.  The meal may satisfy your
immediate cravings but it won't be something special that you've never had before.  If you're in the
mood to try something new when it cums to hardcore sex, forget about popping an Asian chick's cherry
and try your luck at plowing her up the butt instead.  Anally Asian sluts are always a delicious big hit!

Adult Review
Most red blooded American guys may not admit it to their redneck buddies, but if given the chance they'll definitely stick
their dick in a chick who hails from Far Eastern shores like Thailand or Japan.  If she's into butt sex then that "most" turns to
"all", and you'll find plenty of Anally Asian whores giving up their bungholes at this hardcore Asian sex site.
  
  At first glance new members logging in for the first time might not fully understand where all of the hardcore Asian butt
banging action can be found.  That's because Anally Asian really is a DVD warehouse that features some of the hottest Asian
DVDs on today's porn market.  It would be nice if the tour actually mentioned this, since some surfers might expect to find at
least some exclusive Asian anal sex content.  
  
  Even the Featured Series section is just a rehash of scenes ripped from popular Asian porn titles.  At least you can take
comfort in knowing the Anally Asian action is shot well.  You'll love the close-up camera angle these professional producers
get out of Mr. Pete who tears into Mika Tan's spread ass cheeks and gives her a royal ass fuck while both are still standing
up!
  
  And you'll definitely appreciate the huge amount of free porn bonus sites that full membership to Anally Asian cums with. 
A highlight of the best scenes is listed under the Included Sites section to the right side of this review.  Check back often
because new bonus sites are added often, and while not all offer exclusively Asian content, you will be treated to some tasty
morsels that do feature exclusive hardcore content.
  
  Don't expect to find any high quality picture sets at Anally Asian since it's really just about the DVDs.  You will at least be
able to enjoy tons of vidcaps that cum with each movie clip.  The movies clips can be streamed from a browser based flash
player, or you can download them in three different popular file formats.  The biggest clip is only 576 x 432, but it's an XVID
file that looks nice and crisp.  Even though you won't find yourself cumming back again and again, there's plenty of good
porn available at Anally Asian to make it worth a visit.

Porn Summary
If you're sick and tired of banging only sum dum cunt every night, change it up and find yourself an Anally Asian inclined
Oriental slut whose tight ass will gladly accept your swollen cock!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A nice mix of Asian Ass and Hardcore Anal'
Quality: 82  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 86    Taste: 82        Final: 82
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